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From the SOCIETY.-Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xxi, 
No. 139. 

From the EDITOR.-Medizinische Jahrbucher Herausgegeben der 
K. K. Gesellschaft der Aerzte. Wien, No. 4, 1872. 

From the ASSOCIATION.-Journal of the Royal Historical and Arch9o- 
logical Association of Ireland, vol. ii, No. 2, 1872. 

From the ACADEMY.-Verslagen eni Mededeelingen der Koninklijke 
Akademie Amsterdam, 1872. Jaarboek van ditto, 1871. Pro- 
cessen Verbaal, ditto, 1872. 

From the AUTHOR.-On the Agricultural Geology of the Weald, with 
map, by Win. Topley, F.G.S. 

From JAMES BURNS, Esq.-Human Nature for January 1873. 
From the ED1TOR.-La Revuie Scientifique, No. 27, Jan. 1873. 
From the PALERMO INSTITUTE.-Giornale di Scienze Naturali ed 

Economichi, tom ii, fas. 1. 
From the EDITOR.-The Spiritualist (to date). 

The Director read the following paper: 

The ATLANTEAN RACE of WESTERN EUROPE. By the late J. W. 
JACKSON, M.A.I. 

IN an admirable paper on "The Kimnmerian and Atlantean 
Races" by Hector Maclean, Esq., read before the Ethnological 
Society of London, November 8th, 1870, and in some remarks 
by Mr. J. F. Campbell, of Islay, and in a postscript by the latter 
gentleman, under the head of Anthropological Notes, in the July 
number of the Journal of the Anthropological Institute, fre- 
quent allusion is made to a dark Atlantean race, commingled with 
the fair Kinimerians; these Atlanteans being regarded by Mr. 
Campbell, as being probably of Tuiranian origin. It is the latter 
opinion which it is the object of this paper rnore especially to 
controvert, although as an introduction to this, it would be well 
to make a few remarks on the Kimmerian and Atlantean hypo- 
thesis generally. 

That the predominantly red-haired and russet Kimmerians, 
and fair-haired and blonde Teutons, are of Aryan origin, there 
can be iio doubt, but whether because of Aryan origin they 
should therefore be derived from the East, is quite another 
question. To those who think with me, that Europe rather 
than Asia is the primal seat, and therefore the more appropriate 
habitat of the Aryan type, this assumption of an Oriental origin 
for a people whose most vigorous individuialities, whether re- 
garded mentally or physically, are found in the West, mulst 
seem worse than doubtful: it must be regarded as altogether 
untenable. If Asia were the birthplace of these tall, large-headed, 
high-featured, fair-skinned men, with hair of "metallic lustre," 
and we may add, brains of Jovian weight and force, how is it 
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that the type, to all practical intents and purposes, has there 
become extinct, while it not only flourishes in perennial vigour 
in western Europe, but is " coloured with warmer and brighter 
tiints" in Britaini, thain in either France or Germany. If this be 
indeed so, then all our ideas about the influence of ethnic area 
must undergo revision, and we must be prepared to admit, that 
a distinctly characterised type can not only exist permanently 
on an alien site, and under telluric conditions very different 
from those attaching to its place of emergence; but that in 
virtue of this geographical transference, its aboriginal specialities 
may be intensified, and all its higher qualities increased in 
power and efficiency. The origin of the Kimmerian, it will 
thus be seen, is part of a larger whole, and cannot be defilnitively 
settled as an isolated fact. It amounts to this, the so-called 
Caucasians of Europe, whether dark or fair, are either aboriginal 
or derivative; and as yet we are only at an incipient stage in 
the controversy which is ultimately to decide this very im- 
portant question. We have neither the moral nor material data 
for its solution. We lack the requisite lingual, mythological 
and archaeological facts on the one hand, and we are deficient in 
the needful ethnic minutiae on the other. Having, however, 
already committed myself in several papers, perhaps rather pre- 
maturely, to the non-Asian origin of the so-called Aryans of 
Europe, I will say no more on this particular subject at present, 
lest my remarks should partake of the zeal of the partizan, 
rather than the calmness of the investigator. 

Whatever the origin of the Kimmerians, however, there is no 
doubt they have been located in Europe from before the period 
of authentic history or even reliable tradition. They are por- 
trayed in the poemns of Ossian, they are described by Tacitus, 
and they were painted to the life by Homer. All that we can 
say of them then at present, from the historical standpoint, is, 
that they are one of the fair races of Europe, and the only other 
point respecting them remaining for solution, is their ethnic 
grade, as compared with that of either the fair or the dark races 
with whom they are commingled. And here perhaps we shall 
not be far wrong in affirming that they are the most vigorous of 
all the fair types of the West. They are the tallest, their legs 
are the straightest, and their thoracic bears the largest proportion 
to their abdominal development. This is only saying in detail, 
that they are the most effectually Caucasianised of all the 
xanthous varieties of man. Whether, however, they should be 
regarded as pure Celts, or as the most advanced and matured of 
the Teutonic types, allied to, if not identical with, the Scandina- 
vian, or as simply a fair European race, sui generis, is, we think, 
yet open for discussion. We incline to the last view, but would 
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especially deprecate any approach to dogmatism on a subject, 
for the satisfactory settlement of which, the resources of anthro- 
pology are as yet altogether inadequate. 

But are we thus shut up to the necessity of supposing that all 
the Aryans were golden-haired, russet, or as Mr. Campbell 
phrases it, "burnt sienna" men? Were all, or even a majority 
of the Greeks and Romans thus characterised? And yet how 
thoroughly Aryan were their magnificent inflectional languages, 
the true sisters of the Zend and the Sanscrit. And it need 
scarcely be said how thoroughly Caucasianised was their type, 
more especially as regards the fundamental element of form. 
And as still existelnt and observable facts are of the utmost 
value in Anthropological investigations, we may again ask in 
this connection, are the modern Greeks and Italians a fair- 
haired, golden-haired, or russet race? Nay, we may go yet 
farther, and ask if the climatic conditions of the Mediterranean 
seaboard are such as to permit of the permanent existence of a 
predominantly xanthous people on such an area. 

And here we probably touch on the producing influences to 
which, in large part, we owe the Kimmerian type. It is the 
product of a northern temperate clime, acting on a Caucasian 
organization specially adapted by the powerful development of 
respiration for having the blood effectually oxygenated, in the 
case of those families and individuals, who as soldiers, sports- 
men, shepherds or agriculturists, live largely in the open air. 
And it will accordingly be found to abound far more in the 
country than the town, while it is more common in the northern 
than the southern portion of Britain, in fact, because the popu- 
lation of the latter are more predominantly urban. As regards 
the diversities of the xanthous type, we think it will be found 
that a hilly or open country, devoid of wood and not especially 
swampy, tends to produce hair of a golden tinge; while a low 
country, rather abounding in wood, tends to produce a blonde 
complexion with fair hair, "' lassies with the lint white locks." 
Thus contemplated then, as already observed, we do not regard 
the Kimmerians as specially Aryains, but simply as one of the 
rural varieties of this exalted type, producible and sustainable 
wherever there are breezy downs and bracing uplands for its 
permanent invigoration. 

In our remarks on the Kimmerians we had occasion to allude 
to several fair races. May there not be an equal, or even a yet 
greater number of dark races ? If, indeed, the dark type be the 
older of the two, have we not reason to believe that it will have 
attained to greater ethnic maturity on its own plane, and so 
have arrived at more of racial subdivision than its fairer rival ? 
We must demur then to the use of the word Atlantean, except 
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avowedly as a generic term covering a vast range of suibordinate 
varieties, some of whom may possibly be non-Aryan, but not 
necessarily, on this account non-Caucasian. It is here that we 
differ from Mr. Camipbell. In his remarks he seems to imply 
that all who are not Aryans must be Turanians, quite forgetting 
the predominantly dark-haired and dark-eyed Semites, who cer- 
tainly abound in Spain and southern France, if not in Ireland 
and south Britain. Mr. Maclean has been more cautious in this 
respect, and if we mistake not, rather inclines to the hypothesis 
of a possibly African origin for some of his Atlantean types, 
whose predominant characteristics are assuredly not Turanian, 
even if non-Aryan. 

And here we are brought to a consideration of the origin and 
relation of the dark Caucasian types of the world, a very in- 
portant problem, for it involves the character, quality and ethnic 
status of those who as Hindoos, Egyptians, Phcenicians, Assy- 
rians, Persians, Greeks and Romans transacted what we term 
history, anid in effect developed, what we commonly understand 
by civilization. Perhaps we should not altogether err in this 
inatter, were we to succinctly define the dark-haired and brown- 
skinned (melanic) Caucasian, as the man of the past, and his 
xanthous brother as the man of the future. In this, as in much 
else, we are at a transitional stage in the great and steadily 
unfolding drama of human destiny; what we now witness beino 
the gradual transference of empire from the melanic to the 
xanthous division of the Caucasian race. In its military phase, 
this began with the conquest of the dark Roman by the fair 
Goth, and was continued in the overthrow of Napoleon I. by 
the red-bearded Russian; and of his nephew by the light-haired 
German. In the theological sphere it was continued at the 
Reformation, and it is proceeding intellectually as empire and 
civilization in tlleir north-western march, are infringing on the 
shores of Britain. 

The dark-haired and melanic Caucasians of Europe now emerge 
into view under a somewhat different aspect. They are the 
western branch of that great family who transacted history. 
Perhaps they are more immediately descended from the men of 
the bronze era. In the sequences of organic development they 
doubtless preceded the xanthous varieties. They were pro- 
duced under less advanced telluric conditions than the latter. 
Their constitution implies that there was more carbon and less 
oxygen in the atmosphere at the period of their ethnic emer- 
genlce, and hence it is that they abound in southern countries, 
and tend to remain prevalent in the large cities, even of the 
north. As an earlier they are, however, on their own plane, a 
more matured type of man than the xanthous variety. The 
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osseous structure is finer and less angular, the extremities are 
smaller, the joints are more firmly kinit, and the frame is more 
elastic. In the matter of temperament, they are nervo-fibrous, 
while the xailthous are predominantly sanguineous. It is nio 
wonder, therefore, that very miany of the authors, artists and 
military commaniders of modern Europe, more especially those 
of the highest order, were of this type, either pure, or mingled 
in large proportions with the xanthous. Perhaps we here obtain 
a prophesy of man's organic future at least, in the northern 
portion of the temperate zonie. The xanthous variety will fur- 
nish physical and intellectual vigour, they are humanity cast in 
a larger mould, while the melanic type will provide the delicacy, 
refinement and susceptibility requisite for the highest culture, 
and, we may add, the manifestation of the finest genius. 

A word on the data of Mr. Maclean and Mr. Campbell, and 
we will conclude a paper, already too lonlg, but for the import- 
ance of its subject matter. The first gentleman has erred from 
contemplating the racial aspects of all western Europe too ex- 
clusively from a Scottish standpoint. As a result of this he has 
exaggerated the importance of the red Kiimimerian, as compared 
.with the other xanthous varieties of the north. This, however, 
was an error on the right side, as the neglected Kimmerian 
wanted a man to stand up for him in the Anthropological arena. 
Mr. Campbell has erred from taking the social d6bris of London 
and Paris, as fair specimens of the smaller Atlantean variety of 
European man. This has led him into the palpable mistake of 
supposing that the melanic is a less effectually Caucasianised 
variety of man than the xanthous. He seems to have over- 
looked the fact that in all great cities there is a debased sedi- 
ment, in fact, the degraded instruments and victims of the vices 
attendant on a showy but corruipt civilization. Now this class, 
as I pointed out in my paper on the Aryan and the Semite, 
tends by a process of racial retrocession, which we may term 
collective atavism, to return, on an Aryan area, to a semi-Tura- 
nian type, while on a Seinitic area, it equally tends to assume a 
semi-Negroid form. When very strongly emphasised, this con- 
stitutes what is commonly known as the criminal type, which 
is in reality a return to, or a remnant of the savage root-form of 
the race in which it is manifested. 

The practical conclusions then to which we are brought are, 
first, that although there may be a large underlying Turanian 
element in the population of western Europe, this is not special 
to either the melanic or xanthous variety, under both of which 
thoroughly Caucasianised individualities are often found. And 
secondly, of the two great divisions of the Caucasian type of 
Europe, the melanic is the older and the more finished, but 
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being fornmed aboriginally, on a smaller scantling anl under 
inferior telluric coilditions, its greatness is a matter for retro- 
spection rather than anticipation. And lastly, that the highest, 
noblest, and most richly gifted type of our immediate future, 
will be the product of a union and interfusion of these diversely 
constituted varieties, this process being somewhat akin to that 
by which the old Aryans and Semites were more or less com- 
mingled at an early historic, if not prehistoric, period on the 
border lands of Hellas and Palestine; the product being Jews 
and Phoenicians on the one hanrd, and perhaps we may add, 
Greeks, if not Romans, on the other. As was the past so will 
be the future, what the world is about to witness being, not the 
submergence of the nervous by the muscular races, as at the fall 
of Rome, but the enlergence and interaction of the nervous 
races among themselves, with a reproduction on a yet grander 
scale, of what this same process produced among the classic and 
Semitic peoples of historic antiquity. 

DIsCUSSION. 

Dr. A. CAMPBELL said that, as a native of the Western Highlands 
of Scotland, to the inhabitants of which Mr. Hector Maclean's and 
John Campbell of Islay's papers referred, he wished to remark that 
whether the Atlanteans of red and fair hair were Aryans, and the 
black-haired onles were Turanians, be could not determine, but from 
his own observation of Parsees, modern Persians, Affghans, Scindians, 
Sikhs, Mahommedalis, high caste Hindoos--all Aryans-he did not 
think these Atlanteans came from the East. Nor did he think that 
the black-haired ones were Eastern Turanians either. The Western 
Highlanders were of four colours-1. The red-haired, Teutons; 2. 
the fair-haired, Scandinavians; 3. the brown-haired, long-limbed sec- 
tion, and 4. the black-haired and fhort-statured section. The last 
were not like Eastern Turanians, but they did resemble many of the 
people on the shores of the Mediterranean about Mentone, Monaco, 
and Nice. 

The following paper was read by the Director: 

The KOJAHS of SOUTHERN INDIA. By JOHN SHORTT, M.D., 
Local Secretary of the Anthropological Institute, for Madras. 

THE true Kojahs, or Eunuchs, are not numerous in Southern 
India. They are chiefly seen about the houses of wealthy 
Mussulman nobles, by whom they are placed at the head of 
their zenanas or harems. Sometimes they hold important 
charges with a considerable amount of general control. The 
ladies of the harem look upon them as their confidential advisers 
in all matters relating to their personal concerns, whilst to them 
is left the entire management, arrangement, and supplies, etc., 
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